12-12-13 Gateway Portal Day
Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to the 12-12-13 Gateway Portal Channeling Event. I thank you
all for being here and offering your service. I wish you all happy holidays and I hope that you all have a
peaceful and tranquil and abundant holiday season and New Year.
We will not be having a Gateway Portal Channeling session in January- typically on January 1st because
of when it lands- we don’t have a Gateway Portal Channeling in January. We’ll have other events in
January but we will see you all on the 2nd of February in 2014 for the next channeling event.
I want to remind you all also that we have a live event on Saturday the 21st of this month for the Winter
Solstice Ceremony and this coming Sunday we have the third in a series, the Comprehensive Healing
series. I certainly welcome you all to be present at those two events. There are three live events in this
month.
For those of you who have been with us the last couple of months- in some of our live events- you know
that it’s been very serendipitous how some of the Portal Days have fallen on top of each other.
Thanksgiving fell on the same day this year that Hanukah began which is not going to happen again for
some 80,000 years. As we approach the Winter Solstice now next week the full moon happens just before
the Winter Solstice so the impact of both of those events, the Full Moon and the Winter Solstice will be
exaggerated because those events fall near the same time. So if you can, in this busy season, if you can
get the chance, please join us for these live events, the one this Sunday at 3:00 o’clock which is Phase 3
Comprehensive Healing course and then next Saturday the 21st for the Winter Solstice. So let’s take a
deep breath and begin.
Grounding with Uluru-Once again visualize that you’re standing on top of Uluru. Feel the great red
rock underneath your feet and be aware that everyone on this call is also present standing with you. As
you begin to connect with Uluru, your heart begins to beat in sync with Uluru and we dissolve into this
great red rock. See and feel Uluru, the warm red color of Uluru. As you dissolve into it feel how
nurturing it is and feel how cleansing it is as you release all of the dross, all of the day’s events, the chaos
of the day perhaps into this red rock.
As you continue to slide down through a Pillar of Light that extends from the bottoms of your feet all the
way to the Core of Mother Earth, see the roots that extend from your tailbone and bottoms of your feet all
the way down to wrap themselves around the Core Crystal, the Core Crystal at the Center of Earth. Pull
up the Amber Colored Life Force Energy of Mother Earth and see the tree trunk wrapped around you.
Feel the roots of the tree trunk wrapping around your roots holding you even tighter to the Core Crystal.
See that the bark of this tree trunk as it extends up from the Core around you is Emerald Green in color
emanating the energies of abundance and health and wholeness to you. See that the tree trunk extends all
the way up through the Thrones to the Pool of Creation spreading out into branches and leaves as the
Amber colored Life Force Energy from the Core of Mother Earth extends up through the bottoms of your
feet, into your Five Body System, your Light Body, all of your Chakras, taking all of the remaining lower
vibrational energies you might have picked up, clearing and cleansing all of that as this Amber Light
moves all the way up through the tree trunk into the Pool of Creation.
Now we visualize that we’re pulling down the Cosmic Life Force Energy also in a bright Amber colored
Light from the Pool of Creation all the way down through the tree trunk, to our Crown Chakra, through
our bodies, our Five Body System, our Light Bodies, our Chakras, clearing and cleansing from that
direction, moving all the way down to the Core of the Earth mixing with the Earth’s Life Force Energy as
we continue to send the Amber Colored Light from the Core of the Earth up as well. You, as the conduit,
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are pulling it up, sending it up to the Pool of Creation, pulling it down from the Pool of Creation, sending
it to Earth. That in and of itself is a great service, mixing the Cosmic Life Force Energy and the Life
Force Energy of Mother Earth is a great service to Earth, to this Hierarchy, to humankind.
As you’re slowly sliding down through this Pillar of Light, as the Amber is moving in both directions,
now see that you’ve reached the Core Crystal of Mother Earth and see in front of you the Sacred Altar at
the Center of Mother Earth, the Flames jumping high welcoming you. See to your right our own Beloved
Divine Mother in her Copper Gold Robes, Seven Tiered Headdress, very much in Ceremonial
Robes, Celebratorial Robes, puffy robes cascading out and on the ground behind her. We offer her
our love and gratitude.
To our left now, see that Goddess Victory is standing to our left as she always does and tonight in the
Frosted Blue and Platinum Robes. Across from us, across from the Sacred Altar see Great Silent
Watcher in her Turquoise Colored Robes beaming the Turquoise Light, holding her Scepter of
Power above this Entourage and beaming the Turquoise Blue from her Scepter, holding us all in a
Dome of Turquoise Blue Light.
To the right of Great Silent Watcher is an Emerald Green Silhouette of the Perfected Presence of the
Masculine Aspect and to Great Silent Watcher’s left a Pink and Gold Silhouette of the Perfected Presence
of the Feminine Aspect, and to her left the Warm Orange of Cosmic Guardian of the Divine Plan.
Now to our left beyond Victory is Mother of the Universe in her Vibrant Pink Colored Robes
beaming that Light to the Fire and to our far right beyond Divine Mother is Mother of the Cosmos
in her Amber Colored Robes. Behind us the Three Omniversal Mothers, the first in Purple, the
second in Aquamarine Blue, and the third in Clay Red and Gold, and around all of us 144,000
Silent Watchers, standing shoulder to shoulder, and around them 2 billion Angelic Watchers all in
their Turquoise Blue Light amplifying what Great Silent Watcher is sending us from her Scepter.
Take a moment, make your offerings to this Sacred Altar, and set your intentions for this event and
for this coming year.
Now see beyond us the Golden Bridge to the 5th Dimensional Octave. Visualize it brightly shining in
Golden Filaments creating a strong and sturdy Bridge to the 5th Dimension. Now we will all cross it
together, Victory leading the way, Great Silent Watcher taking up the rear, all of us together holding onto
Divine Mother’s hand. We’ll cross this Bridge, we’ll head to Divine Mother’s Retreat which you see
glistening in front of you, seven tiered retreat and we reach the hexagonal gate to be recalibrated
before we enter, starting with the blue color, it pours the purple, then magenta, then red, orange
and yellow and green and blue, and back to purple colored lights to recalibrate us. As it opens we
walk into the Retreat of Divine Mother, Warm Orange everywhere emanating from the walls, Italian
Onyx on the floor and see in the center of this Great Hall the Sacred Altar. As we go to stand before the
Sacred Altar in the same formation that we had at the Altar in the Center of Mother Earth. Take a
moment and once again set your intentions, make your offerings to Divine Mother’s Altar in the first level
of the Retreat of Divine Mother.
Now take a deep breath and see that the Seven Angelic Guardians that we’ve seen last month have
come to stand around the Sacred Altar. The first in the Dark Green, the Jade Green colors, and
become aware of your necklace, the necklace that holds the seven necklaces that hold the energies
of each one of these Angelic Guardians and also holds the energies of the three that we met last time
as well as Divine Mother’s Copper Gold Guardian.
So as we see the first of these Angelic Guardians in the Jade Green bringing healing and wholeness to us,
wrap your hands around the necklaces and feel the energy as these lights are beaming to you from this
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Angelic Guardian and feel the corresponding necklace that’s around your neck resonate to those same
energies, holding you in a cocoon of dark green, holding you in the Energies of Healing and Wholeness.
Now focus on the next Angelic Guardian who’s in Emerald Green, the Energies of Abundance and also
Financial Abundance as well as Abundance of Healing. Feel that necklace illuminate and resonate to
those energies, cocooning you in those Energies as we go to the next Angelic Guardian of Citron Green,
the Qualities of Joy and Gratitude, illuminating your necklace, filling your body and being with those
qualities, joy and gratitude. Moving to the next, Amber Colored Light from this Angelic Guardian of the
Life Force Energy activating your necklace and cocooning you in those qualities and those energies,
moving to the next, the Warm Orange Light of the Guardian of the Divine Plan, illuminating around your
neck those beads, those gems, filling your body and being with the energies of the Warm Orange, the
Qualities of the Divine Plan, the best that is available for you in service to your Divine Mission.
The next Angelic Guardian in Vibrant Pink and Fuchsia Pink, as that necklace is fully activated in the
energies of Sanat Kumara, the Planetary Logos, and Mother of the Universe, Divine Love energies as
well as those of our Beloved Sanat Kumara.
Next the Angelic Guardian in Platinum Colored Light, the Light of Victory illuminating your necklace,
the platinum cocooning you in the Energies of Victory. Now take a breath as you see the other four
Angelic Guardians before you, the first, Plum Colored Light mixed with Pink, the Energies of
Rejuvenation and feel that necklace resonating and activating and illuminating with that colored light and
those energies cocooning you in those energies.
The next Angelic Guardian, the Yellow and Amber, the Light Honey Colored Light which is the
next level of the Life Force Energy, taking you to the next level, to bring you ecstasy and bliss. After
the Life Force Energy is given you, all that you need and beyond that comes this Angelic Guardian with
the Energies of Contentment and Bliss, feel the necklace be activated, cocooning you in the Light Honey
Colored Light as you move to the next Angelic Guardian, the Warm Orange and Pink mixed
together. The Divine Plan mixed with the Energies of Divine Love activating that necklace,
resonating that quality throughout your body and your being. Now the eleventh, the Guardian that
Divine Mother added in the Copper Gold Light, to give you eleven necklaces, the number of Lord
Shiva, pouring the Energies of the Divine Feminine and Divine Mother, resonating within that necklace
around your neck, illuminating you with the Copper Gold Light of Divine Mother.
Be aware that the entire Entourage is standing around this Sacred Altar, these eleven Angelic Guardians
standing with us, each of these Guardians beaming the qualities and their Light to you, each one of the
necklaces around your neck humming and resonating with those Energies, filling your body and your
being with each of these qualities.
So as you stand before this Sacred Altar, Divine Mother across from you sitting on her Throne, take a
moment to once again make your offerings to this Sacred Altar in gratitude for all that you’ve
received, all these necklaces, all these Great Beings coming forth in service to Divine Mother and in
service to you. I will give you a moment to set your intentions and the next voice that you hear will be
that of our Beloved Nasrin. I thank you with all of my heart, have a wonderful holiday and we will speak
again in 2014. So It Is.
Nasrin begins: 20:02
Hello everyone and welcome to our last of the year Gateway Portal Channeling. I want to thank every
one of you for persevering and offering yourselves in service in this way every month. I would like to
thank on your behalf and ours, our Beloved Divine Mother and Goddess Victory, Great Silent Watcher,
Mother of Universe, Mother of Cosmos, the Three Omniversal Mothers, all the Deities, all the Masters
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who have been helping us throughout the year, throughout the many years that we have worked together.
Invite them to come with us to the New Year.
Next year-2014- is the harbinger of a really, really good year. This is what Divine Mother has told
us. The reason why it’s going to be a good year is because we’ve worked together with Divine
Mother to create a solid foundation. Divine Mother says it took a lot for all of us to work together
to clear the deck and to build a solid foundation.
She talks about how the container of our reality was leaky and it took a lot of work to heal the container,
so now whatever effort we put in it, it will stay and it will bear fruit. So I have no doubt that next year is
going to be a really wonderful year. Now, wonderful also means we will be accelerated, it also means
we’ll have to strip layers and be prepared to raise our vibration and work harder, but as well, it means that
we will be in a better place, mentally, emotionally, spiritually and physically.
I personally feel that the Energies are easier on my body, on my physical body because the container is
able to hold space for us and there is so much that I can do this year that I couldn’t do in the years before
and I feel that each year as we move forward etching the groove of the presence and bringing the various
templates and blueprints of Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine back to Earth that it will become
easier for us. First because they over light us and they make us whole, secondly because the Five
Elements and our Earth and our reality will be able to sustain us. Before, Earth and the Five Elements
were receiving its sustenance from us, so we were depleted all the time. Now we have a direct line to
receive the nurturance from Divine Mother and the Council of the Divine Feminine. The creative
force is feeding us her light and so we are replenished; we get replenished directly. At the same time
the container of our own Five Body System has become whole as well, and so we can contain the
Light much better ourselves, so we don’t get drained to easily, we don’t get depleted to easily, we
don’t get corded to easily.
Interestingly, I am noticing in talking to members of the groups and also the extended groups, that when
people get corded or feel someone is pulling energy from them they actually notice it fast and do
something about it before it becomes chronic. That’s another good thing that’s happening: our senses, our
inner senses are becoming more acute; we’re able to know something is not right; feel that there is
interference in our energy; and know that something is not right and do something about it.
Now I want to say, Great Silent Watcher has given us permission(to get help with protection from
her). In the recent past I have been asked this question about how do you protect yourself from being
drained and how do you protect yourself from picking up stuff? First of all you need to be really, really
vigilant with these grids, with the grounding grid and the protection grid, the tree trunk, the roots and then
putting all those layers around you; then making the tree around you really safe. But also do this every
day: first thing- before you even begin to go to the grounding meditation and the pulling of the energiesgo into the body of Great Silent Watcher. Envision that you have been pulled inside her heart and
that there are so many layers of Turquoise Blue Light between you and the outside world. Your
entire Physical Body is bathing in the Turquoise Blue, your Etheric Body is bathing in the
Turquoise Blue, your Emotional Body is bathing in the Turquoise Blue, your Mental Body is
bathing in the Turquoise Blue, your Spiritual Body is bathing in the Turquoise Blue, and your
Light Body is bathing in the Turquoise Blue, in that way you have an enormous multi-layered
protection. That’s the first thing and the last thing and everything in between, constantly go into
the Energy of Great Silent Watcher. There is no protection higher than that.
Again, for those of you who do this work you are now past the stage where you ask the Angels to help
you, you need to go to Great Silent Watcher, why? Because the Cosmic Source of Life which feeds all
those Angels as well as every one of us is Great Silent Watcher, go to the top, go to the top. When you
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know the head of a company you don’t talk to the clerk to get something done, you go to the head of the
company- let them go and get the clerks to do the work for you. This is the same thing, you go to Great
Silent Watcher and you ask her to over light you and you see yourself inside of her heart. That’s the most
important thing.
Now, if you forget about doing that or somehow you jump out of that energy or protection and feel that
there is external energies attached, cording, leakage of your energies, being drained, at that moment call
on Great Silent Watcher, renew yourself being inside of her. But also ask her, “Great Silent Watcher
please heal my Five Body System, my Light Body, see if there is any leakage, see if I have been corded,
see if I have picked up some energy some entity and please clear it.”
For me, and also I know for Jim and a few members of our core group, I know that this is the be all and
end all. When we do this, nothing goes wrong. It still doesn’t mean that occasionally I forget to do it and
I pick up something. I immediately go to her and I apologize to her, because every time I stand there to
do my long meditation she says, just put yourself inside of my body and don’t pretend that you’re really
doing this meditation, because if your mind isn’t on it, you’re not doing it, you’re just paying lip service
to it. So instead of paying lip service just do this one thing really, really, really good, and that is, see
yourself inside the body of Great Silent Watcher and see your Physical Body, your Five Body
System, your Light Body bathing in her Turquoise Blue Light.
There’s no shame in that, once in a while we pick stuff, it’s normal, it’s natural, there’s so much lower
vibration going on, there’s so many angry people, so many sad people, so many depressed people, it’s not
their fault, life is not easy on Earth. So you’re standing in line to mail a parcel, you’re sitting in your car
next to another car, even from somebody who’s inside another car, it’s possible to pick up stuff. We
don’t have to blame ourselves, we don’t have to feel guilt about it, we don’t have to feel less than, we
don’t have to blame others, we don’t have to become angry because, “okay, I picked up something, or
okay, someone was angry at me and threw a cord at me, or okay, someone is needy of me and there is a
cord…… it is what it is! It’s life.” So instead of worrying about who did what and when; and why it was
that we weren’t protected, what did I do wrong? Let’s us just not worry about any of that. The moment
you get the feeling that something is not right within, around, in your body, in your mind, in your
emotions, just call Great Silent Watcher and say,“ Great Silent Watcher, I please ask you for a clearing.”
Period, the end, and it will be done, it will be given. This is what Divine Mother has told us, she told us
this recently.
She said : “ I have permission to request of each of you to call upon Great Silent Watcher”. Now this is a
huge thing for Great Silent Watcher to be willing to do this for each of us individually, because that
means she’s tied down to all of us. So while I’m telling you to do it, I am also saying please be mindful.
It’s good if you do it in the morning and you put your protection on and then not have to go to her every
day and say, “I think I have been corded, I think I have picked up something, I think, I sense there is some
energy interfering with my Five Body System.” It’s good if we do our own work and not bother them all
the time, but if the moment you feel something is not right you don’t go to her, it’s more work for them,
so the moment you feel it go to them.
So if there is one piece of advice I would give you, going forward, moving into this New Year, which I
really, really look forward to and I hope that you do too, is to take advantage of the protection that is
available to us by Great Silent Watcher, and this dispensation that she has given which Divine Mother has
delivered. I am reminding you that Great Silent Watcher has said if we go to her she will take care of it;
and you don’t have to try and figure out who did it, why it happened, how it happened just let it go and let
her take care of it. The best thing is she will take care of it even if you have emotions like jealousy,
anger, sadness, grief, envy, greed, whatever emotion bothers you, whatever thought bothers you, go to
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Great Silent Watcher. Say, “ I offer you this thought, I offer you this emotion, I offer you my anger and I
ask you to help me release it and leave it at that”.
You’d be surprised when in half an hour later, or a day later you suddenly realize, oh I am not angry, I am
not depressed, I’m not greedy, it just goes away and it goes away so subtly and so easy that it takes a little
bit of time to realize that, oh it’s not happening anymore, I feel good, I’ve done it and I’ve had the results
and Divine Mother’s has told us we can all do it. So please do that.
Let’s take a deep breath and let’s become aware that we are all standing around Divine Mother’s own
Sacred Fire in the 5D Octave Sacred Altar, in the first floor of Divine Mother’s Retreat and she’s seated
upon her Throne and we have all of our Angels standing around. Invite your loved ones to be present,
everyone you want to see succeed in this New Year, everyone you want to see healed in this New year,
everyone you want to see happy, joyful, in this New Year, bring them all in and let us introduce them all
to Divine mother and the members of the Divine Feminine Council present and all the Angelic Beings
who are standing around us.
Let’s all together go with all our loved ones before Divine Mother and kneel before her, bring all of
our loved ones and bow our heads down, hold our Scepters above our head and ask together with
one voice. Mother let next year be the best year yet, the best year in every possible way in terms of
spiritual attainments and what we can do to serve you, in terms of money and finances, in success,
in terms of health and wholeness, in terms of family and community, for Earth and for all
humankind, for all the species on Earth, for our future, for the future of Earth, for the future of all
our loved ones, everyone we cross paths with.
Let your light and your love be transmitted from us and through us to people, places, and things. Let us
serve you, let us be the catalyst, the element, the conduit for anchoring the Divine Feminine, for the return
of joy, nurturance and love, motherly love, Divine Love to Earth, to humankind and to all souls. Let all
species live together in harmony, in acceptance, in love.
“Mother, I offer you my loved ones, I offer you seven generations of my ancestors and seven generations
of my descendants, even if I don’t have descendants in this life time, I offer you the ones from all lifetimes.
I ask you to look after them for all the merits that I earn, for all the merits that each of us individually in
this group earn. We ask you Mother, to help our loved ones, to help our Earth, help all species, help the
Five Elements, raise the vibration of the Five Elements, bring your light, bring your love and nurturance
to every nook and cranny, to every place, to every person, to every soul, to everything even the inanimate
things, even the manmade things. Mother bring your love back to Earth, your love, the Divine Mother
Love, and let us be the conduit for receiving and transmitting it. Let us remember how wonderful it is to
be selfless, to be loving, to be compassionate”.
Divine Mother begins: 38:31
My beloved Children of Light I Am your very own Divine Mother.
What I wish to give you as we move into the New Gregorian Year is an absolution; an absolution of
things in the past and an elevation of things in the future. I would like you to come and stand with me
by the fire and I invite the Angelic Guardian that I have fashioned from my own Copper Gold
Light, and I ask you to stand close, face to face with this Cosmic Guardian Angel. Stand so close
that you can feel one another’s breath, inbreath and outbreath, and as you breathe in unison
together you will notice that the divide between you and her dissolves and the two of you begin to
merge in oneness. As you breathe you feel as though your lungs have expanded and the light has
magnified, and the air has the aroma of jasmines and honeysuckles. Your body loses its heaviness
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and it becomes lighter, and your soul feels expanded as though the confinement of the body no
longer burdens your soul. When you look down at yourself you will notice that from this merging
with your own Cosmic Guardian made of the essence of Divine mother’s own light, you are now
emanating that Copper Gold Light. You look down at yourself and all you see is Copper Gold
Light, you’ve become taller, you’ve become more ethereal, you’ve become transparent, you’ve
become filled with Copper Gold Light.
Now I want you to notice that Divine Mother is standing in front of you. Now that your energy has been
raised with the help of your Cosmic Guardian Angel and you have been elevated to the level of your
Angel, I want to ask you to come close to Divine Mother until you feel that your breath and Divine
Mother’s Breath are coming in and going out as if in unison. Closer and closer, until your body
touches Divine Mother’s Body and you feel as though the divide between you and I has dissolved
and you fully merge into the body and the essence of Divine Mother. You begin to expand and you
begin to become lighter and you begin to emanate a deeper more condensed essence of Copper Gold
Light.
I will begin to walk; as I do, you walk with me, inside of your own Cosmic Guardian Angel; the three of
us in oneness walk together. I will go behind my Throne, pulling the curtains, you will see an arched
doorway. We will enter into this room, it’s a hexagonal room. On each of the sides there is a seat
and there is an image of Divine Mother as seated. In the center there is a seat and this seat is
vacant. When I sit upon this seat you feel that you and your Cosmic Guardian Angel, fully merged
inside of me, are also seated, and this seat rotates and we will turn to face each of the faces of Divine
Mother. Look at each one as each of the facets of the hexagon become clear to you, and each of the
female Beings seated on the seats on each facet begin to come alive. They each beam love from
their own hearts to yours and you breathe and bathe in this energy. I have given you this gift of
merging into your Cosmic Guardian, and then merging into Divine Mother and coming into this
inner chamber where multiple aspects of Divine Mother begin to beam their healing light, and to
offer you their loving compassion.
I ask you to remember to come to this meditation room whenever you feel the need for healing.
These aspects of Divine Mother are all an exact replica of my own essence. They each have a quality
that they offer you. It is not important at this point for you to know those qualities, but everything that
you need, from bringing you health and wholeness, to success, to protection, to higher
consciousness, knowledge and wisdom as well as compassion, love and nurturance is available to
these aspects of Divine Mother, which means it is available to you. Whether you come because you
feel so much joy you want to spend time with Divine Mother and aspects of Mother, or you come because
you have a need for a healing in one or more aspects of your lives; it matters not. What matters is, I have
this gift for you. This inner chamber can administer healing in many layers of your life and being. It
extends from the present to the past as well as the future. By coming here and spending time receiving
this light, this love, nurturance, healing, you can heal yourselves, you can raise your vibration, you
can bring joy and then you can transmit all the healing that you receive, and you can touch other
people, places and things. You become the receiving and transmitting antenna.
I would like you to have the opportunity to go into the New Year and to have this tool for every
occasion: as you move through the year, as things are accelerated, as your knowledge expands, as
your inner sight becomes more acute, as you serve the Divine Feminine, as you become successful,
even more so, in every field than ever before. I stand by your side and I offer you these aspects of
my own essence, a multiplication, a magnification of the Copper Gold Light of Divine Mother.
I am going to ask you to stay here with me and spend the night inside this Chamber with Divine
Mother. As you awaken in the morning remember to bring yourself back to the consciousness of
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the body and seal everything that you have received within your Five Body System, within your
Light Body, within your Physical Body, and remember to add this to your meditation daily.
If you don’t have the time to do this meditation weekly, do it monthly. It will be wonderful if you get
a chance to do it for at least a week, nine days, twelve days, twenty two days, thirty three days, just
so you get used to it. Just so you begin to receive the healing regularly. Furthermore, it is
important that you do it occasionally. Make a point of doing it every full moon, because full moon
everything is magnified. Make a point of doing it on the new moon as well if you can, because on
the new moon you begin new projects. New moon is always for new beginnings. Full moon is for
the empowerment, and then the receding moon is to release anything that no longer serves you to
make room for another new beginning. I want you to remember that you can make turns as you’re
sitting with me on this chair and focus on each of the aspects of Divine Mother going around slowly and
greeting each one, exchanging love, exchanging nurturance, breathing in, anchoring the energies,
expanding your own light, living in joy.
I wish you all a happy New Year and another year of working together living life in service. I Am your
very own Divine Mother with all of my love I hold you in my own heart. So It Is.
Nasrin concludes: Goodnight everybody and thank you. Happy New Year.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother and I thank all of you. Until next time God
Bless, goodnight.
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